The technology startup turicode is developing the next-generation document digitalization technology. We strive to make valuable information from documents accessible and usable to everyone. To that end, we are going to expand our team and further invest in our platform and end-user applications. Become part of a young and ambitious team and join us as:

**Back-End Application Developer (60-100%)**

**Responsibilities**

- Contribute new features to our backend infrastructure and our in-house purpose-built IDE for working with documents
- Apply your skills in rapid prototyping as well as developing sustainable systems
- Research, apply and improve state-of-the-art algorithms to develop industry-ready solutions.

**Qualifications**

**Required**

- Strong programming skills: experience with C#, Databases (i.e. SQL), Server / API Design
- Expertise in data structures and algorithms
- Experience with Git or other version control systems
- Quick learner with a flair for stable and scalable systems

**Preferred**

- Knowledge of C++, Machine Learning, Python
- Experience in language design / compiler and Asp.Net Core
- Completed reference projects

**Bonus**

- Experience with Visual Studio
- Familiar with Scrum or another agile project management approach

**Benefits**

- Steep learning curve: work with a young but experienced founding team to push our technology forward for existing and new customers
- Competitive salary
- Personal flexibility: we are open to your preferences concerning working hours as well as location (home-office)
- Company culture: shape the growth story of a startup in a fast-paced and global market environment

Contact: recruitment@turicode.com